We explained the steps for Big Data projects: 1. Formulate your question; 2. Find the right ways (smart devices, internet, hospitals ...) to collect your data; 3. Store the data; 4. Analyze your data; 5. Generate the analysis report with vivid visualization. 6. Evaluate the project: problem solved or start over. The latest applications of Big Data in health sciences were reviewed. The cutting edge computational technologies of big data collection, storage, transferring, and the state-of-the-art analytical methods were introduced. The future perspectives of health sciences in the era of Big Data were discussed.
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Abstract

With the development of smart devices and cloud computing, more and more public health data can be collected from various sources and can be analyzed in an unprecedented way. The huge social and academic impact of such developments caused a worldwide buzz for big data. In this review article, we summarized the latest applications of Big Data in health sciences, including the recommendation systems in healthcare, internet-based epidemic surveillance, sensor-based health conditions and food safety monitoring, Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) and expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL), inferring air quality using big data and metabolomics and ionomics for nutritionists. We also reviewed the latest technologies of big data collection, storage, transferring, and the state-of-the-art analytical methods, such as Hadoop distributed file system, MapReduce, recommendation system, deep learning and network Analysis. At last, we discussed the future perspectives of health sciences in the era of Big Data.

1 Introduction

The concept of Big Data is causing a world-wide buzz. Its successful applications in business [1], sciences and healthcare [2] have radically changed their traditional practices. The demand for Big Data analysis is increasing day by day. More than 200 colleges provide degrees with Data Science (http://colleges.datascience.community/, accessed on September 14, 2014).

But there are many misunderstandings about Big Data and even its definition is debatable. According to http://datascience.berkeley.edu/what-is-big-data/ (accessed on September 14, 2014), there are at least 43 different definitions. Generally speaking, people agree that Big Data should have four Vs: (1) big volume of data; (2) variety of data type; (3) high velocity of data generation and updating [3];and (4) big data creates big value [4]. The first three Vs focused on data engineering, such as data collection, storage and transferring. The last V focused on data science, such as analytic and statistical methods, knowledge extraction and decision-making.

To start a Big Data project, several steps are suggested as shown in Figure 1: First, the right problem should be chosen. There are three kinds of problems. The first kind of problem has already been solved with traditional method and there is no need to use big data technologies. The second kind of problem is impossible to be solved with current technologies. We should focus on the third kind of problem that is solvable with current big data technologies. Second, we need to generate the data by sensors, monitors, molecular profiling or extract the data from public databases/sources after
setting up a practical goal. Third, we need to do data pre-processing to obtain clean and meaningful data. Data pre-processing is a critical step for the success of a Big Data project. A recent publication [5] showed that sample mis-alignment for eQTL (expression Quantitative Trait Loci) and mQTL (methylation Quantitative Trait Loci) studies will reduce the discovered associations by 2 to 7 folds. The quality control of data essentially determines the upper bound of the data product, i.e. garbage in garbage out. The clean data will be stored into database for the next step analysis. Fourth, the insight or knowledge will be discovered from the processed data through statistical analysis. At last, the analytic results will be presented to the end user as a report, an online recommendation or a decision-making. Visualization of data, such as networks/graphs and charts, make the analytic results easy to interpret and understand. If the results do not make sense, we need to reformulate our problems and start the steps over again.

In health sciences, there are many problems that can be addressed with big data technologies, such as recommendation system in healthcare, internet based epidemic surveillance, sensor based health condition and food safety monitoring, Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) and expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL), inferring air quality using big data and metabolomics and ionomics for nutritionists.

To solve these problems, many advanced computational technologies will be used. We will cover the following technological perspectives: (1) Infrastructure of Big Data; (2) Analyzing of Big Data Results; and (3) Visualization of Big Data Results. And the future perspectives of health sciences in the era of big data will be discussed.

2. The Big Data Studies in Health Sciences

Big Data technologies have many successful applications in biomedicine, especially in health sciences. For example, the data from search engines and social networks can help to gather people’s reactions and monitor the conditions of epidemic diseases. It is worldwide real-time analysis and much faster than the official channels, such as CDC (Centers for Disease Control) and WHO (World Health Organization). Several cases studies will be elaborated in following paragraphs:

2.1 Recommendation System in Health Care

Recently, many researchers applied recommendation techniques to health information systems [5-7]. Duan et al. [6] proposed a nursing care plan recommendation system to provide clinical decision support, nursing education, and clinical quality control. It serves as a complement to existing practice guidelines. Hoens et al. [7] proposed a reliable privacy-preserved medical recommendation system. In this medical system,
the patients can contribute their secured ratings of the physicians on different health conditions based on their satisfactions. This system can recommend a list of physicians who best suit their needs. Wiesner et al. [5] proposed a health recommendation system in the context of personal health record system. In their proposed health recommendation system (HRS), the items are non-confidential, scientifically proven or at least generally accepted medical information. The goal of HRS is to supply the users with medical information which is highly relevant to the patient’s personal health record [8].

2.2 Internet Based Epidemic Surveillance

At http://www.google.com/flutrends/, Google provides a tool called Google Flu Trends for real-time surveillance of influenza outbreaks [9]. Its assumption is that when the number of people have influenza symptoms, the searches for influenza related topics will increase [10]. Therefore based on internet searches, the number of people with influenza symptoms can be estimated. The predictions made by Google Flu Trends were 7-10 days prior to the official CDC networks and their results were consistent [11].

For Chinese users, Baidu disease trend (http://trends.baidu.com/disease/) provided the province-city-county view of prevalence of several diseases include hepatitis, tuberculosis, venereal disease and influenza. What’s more, its Big Data Trend product is open to ordinary users and therefore similar trends can be customized.

Twitter is a widely used social networking and news-sharing platform. The tweets reflected people’s opinions and judgments about public event, especially the epidemic outbreaks [12]. Several methods were developed to monitor people’s reaction to epidemic outbreak [12] and early disease syndrome based on Twitter[13]. The tweets involving H1N1 activity can be collected by searching key words, such as flu, influenza and H1N1. And the tweets involving public concern can also be filtered using keywords like travel, flight and ship for disease transmission, keywords like wash, hygiene and mask for disease counter measures. By studying the sequential tweets of H1N1 activity and public concern, the evolution pattern of public countermeasure can be revealed [12]. Similarly, by analyzing the early disease syndrome keywords, the risks of diseases such as cancer, flu, depression, aches/pains, allergies, obesity and dental disease, can be estimated [13].

2.3 Sensor Based Health Condition and Food Safety Monitoring

The integration of software and hardware, especially various sensors, create plenty amazing applications which monitor health condition and food safety. Many high-tech
companies have launched their products, such Apple Watch from Apple (http://www.apple.com/watch/) which measures heart rate, Latin from Baidu (http://dulife.baidu.com/device/328) which measures body fat, MUMU from Baidu (http://dulife.baidu.com/device/330) which measures the blood pressure, Smart Chopsticks from Baidu which measures PH levels, temperature, calories and freshness of cooking oil [14]. Most such applications are based on well-established principles and have already been achieved with better accuracy or performance on larger instrument. The important meaning of these products is that they can be easily used and their data can be automatically gathered and analyzed on the cloud. The gathered quantified data make the powerful Big Data analysis applicable and hidden patterns obvious.

2.4 GWAS and eQTL

With the drop down of genotyping cost in last decade, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) become more and more popular. It detects the association between common genetic variants (Minor Allele Frequency no less than 0.01) and phenotype trait [15]. To gain enough statistical power, usually thousands of samples or more are required [16]. Most GWAS results are included into GWAS databases, such as GWAS Catalog [17] (http://www.genome.gov/gwastudies/) and GWASdb [18] (http://jjwanglab.org/gwasdb). Based on GWAS Catalog [17] (accessed on September 28, 2014), there are 1961 GWAS of 1128 disease traits. 17,832 SNP-trait associations are discovered with p-value<10⁻⁵. Less stringent SNP-trait associations (p-value<10⁻³) can be found at GWASdb [18].

Many disease associated single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were discovered by GWAS. For example, susceptibility variants for hepatitis B virus (HBV) infected hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) were identified by Zhang et al. [19]. But the biological functions of these GWAS identified SNPs were not clearly, since many such SNPs are in intergenic region and the disease causal genes are very difficult to be exclusively pinned down [20]. This makes people rethink about how to improve the design GWAS and fully utilize GWAS results [16, 21, 22]. Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) could help interpret the mechanisms of disease associated SNPs who function through gene expression regulation. Several large eQTL databases, such as seeQTL [23], Genevar [24] and GTEx [25], are established to associate SNP and the gene expression it regulates. The association between genotype and gene expression can be measured with additive linear model [26], ANOVA model [26] or more sophisticated information-theoretic machine learning method [27].

2.5 Inferring Air Quality using Big Data

Air pollution would cause several health problems, such as, lung cancer [28], cardiovascular disease [29] and birth defects [30-32]. Now, air pollution is a
significant issue in many developing countries. For example, Beijing reported 58 days of heavy air pollution in 2013 [33]. To monitor air quality helps to protect human health and control population. Traditional air quality monitoring methods need to establish and maintain physical monitoring stations. The coverage of monitoring is very limited because the expensive cost of establishing and maintaining them. Therefore, we may not know the air quality for the places that without monitoring stations.

Recently, several approaches are proposed to estimate air pollution from the perspective of big data. They try to inference air pollution information based on other data sources other than monitoring stations. Zheng et al. [34, 35] inferred the air quality information in big cities in China by combining existing monitor stations data with other data sources, such as meteorology, traffic flow, human mobility, road networks and point of interests. This air quality monitory system can be publicly accessed at http://urbanair.msra.cn/. Mei et al. [36] estimate air quality from social media posts (e.g., Sina Weibo text context). Honicky et al. [37] suggested to attach sensors to GPS-enabled cell phones and used them to collect air pollution information. Chen et al. [38] introduced an indoor air quality monitoring system. They use an aerosol particle counter to detect indoor concentration of PM2.5.

2.6 Metabolomics and Ionomics for Nutritionists

The original goal of Metabolomics is to identify and quantify all metabolites within a system using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and mass spectrometry (MS) [39]. But now the focus has shifted from identifying and quantifying metabolites to finding their biological associations with diseases [40]. It has been used to study Diabetes [41, 42] and Toxicology [43]. MetaboLights [44] stored the metabolomics data from varies studies.

In recent year, Ionomics [45] is developed to study the ions, a special kind of metabolites, using ionomic profiling. It is first used in plant [46] and then in human [47]. Sun et al. [47] measured 17 ions (Ca, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, P, Re, S, Sb, Se, Sn, Sr, Ti, Zn) in 976 middle-aged Chinese men/women using plasma mass spectroscopy. Within the 976 participants, there are 516 overweight/obesity participants, 399 metabolic syndrome (MetS) participants and 122 type 2 diabetes (T2DM) participants. The metabolic abnormality associated ions or ion modules are identified with mutual information based method. It is found that some ions work individually while others tend to act together and form a functional module.

3 Infrastructure of Big Data

Even though goals of Big Data projects are different, they share some key patterns
and use similar computational technologies. In this section, we will introduce these similar technologies, such as data collection, storage and transferring, from a computer science perspective.

**3.1 Data Collection**

Large scale data could be collected from many differently data sources. In this section, we show four popular sources in generating large scale data.

**Internet** The early Big Data applications include online advertisement recommendation for search engines, product recommendation for e-commerce and potential friend recommendation for social networks. All these systems collect data from internet, such as browsing history, search history, shopping history and social network. The Netflix Prize Challenge [48] was organized by Netflix in 2006 and its prize was one million dollars. It was a typical recommendation system challenge. The provided dataset included 480,000 users, 18,000 movies and 100 million ratings. The goal was to predict how much a user will love a movie.

**Mobile Phones** The usage of mobile phones has been grown exceptionally in last decade. Furthermore, in past few years, smart phones remarkably embedded many sensors like GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope, camera, microphone, etc. The ubiquity of mobile phone and a large amount of data generated from embedded sensors offer new opportunities to characterize and understand user real-life behaviors (e.g., human mobility, interaction patterns). In Nokia Mobile Data Challenge [49], various information for 200 Nokia N95 phones was collected over a year. During this challenge, many interesting findings and multidisciplinary scientific advances were produced [49]. Mobile phones are also used frequently as data collection tools in the area of public health. [50] used mobile phones to collect maternal health information from HIV-Positive Pregnant Woman in South Africa. [51] showed that smart phones can be successfully used for household data collection on infant feeding in rural China.

**Social Media** Online social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin have gained remarkable attentions in past few years. These online social networks are extremely rich in content. The tremendous amount of data available on online social networks provides unprecedented opportunities for data analytics in multiple areas. In the area of public health, online social network data are usually used for analyzing disease spreading/transmission [52, 53]. The data from social networks could be collected by the following three ways [54]: (1) by retrieving data shared on social network websites; (2) by asking participants about their behavior; and (3) through deployed applications.

**Biomedical Data from Hospital and Scientific Community** Another important source for data is from hospital [55]. The patient data, such as CT (Computed Tomography) images, medical histories and genetic test data, is foundation for
personalized medicine and large cohort study. In biomedical area, with the rapid
development of sequencing and microarray technologies, tons of sequencing data and
molecular profiling data were generated with low cost, high accuracy, fast speed and
minimum sample requirement [56]. Some large projects, such 1000 genome
(http://www.1000genomes.org) [57], ENCODE (Encyclopedia of DNA Elements,
https://www.encodeproject.org/) [58], TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas,
http://cancergenome.nih.gov/) [59], GTEx (Genotype-Tissue Expression,
http://commonfund.nih.gov/GTEx) [25], accumulated large scale genomic data which
are public available. These data sets provide benchmarks for method development and
performance elevation of Big Data analysis.

3.2 Data Storage and Transferring

Since the data volume is huge, its storage and transferring are all quite different from
traditional data analysis.

In traditional data management, SQL (Structured Query Language) based databases,
such as MySQL (http://www.mysql.com/) and Oracle (http://www.oracle.com), were
widely used to store and access the data. SQL queries the whole databases from disk
and is slow. In Big Data era, NoSQL (often interpreted as Not Only SQL) was
developed. It is fast and with low cost. It spreads and replicates the data on many
different servers to achieve flexibility and reliability. NoSQL databases include
MongoDB (http://www.mongodb.com/), Cassandra (http://cassandra.apache.org/)
which is originated from Facebook, BigTable [60] which is developed by Google and
only available to Google, and HBase (http://hbase.apache.org/) which is basically an
open source version of BigTable.

For commercial cloud services, there are Windows Azure Service and Amazon Web
Services (AWS). For academic research of biomedicine, especially gene expression
and genotype data, the public available databases including Gene Expression
(CGHub, https://cghub.ucsc.edu/).

Usually, the data collection, storage and analyzing are done or maintained by different
teams or personals. To efficiently and safely transfer such huge amount of data is
much difficult than it seems. Traditional tools, such as USB disks and CDs, are not
good for Big Data sharing. Specialized big data transferring software, e.g. Aspera
(http://asperasoft.com/), is developed to maximize the transfer speed and protect the
context. Aspera is even used by US military to distribute defense videos and images
[61]. For example, if an user would like to down data from dbGaP using Aspera, first,
the user needs a dbGaP account which includes username and password, then a key
with 100 random numbers and characters is generated for downloading a specific data file or selected files. In Aspera, the user needs to provide both the dbGaP account information and the random key to download the encrypted data stream. After the encrypted data is downloaded, the user needs to use a decrypt program and a separate decrypt code to decrypt the protected file into readable files. All these processes make the data transfer military-grade safe and prevent information leak. The transfer speed of Aspera could reach the upper limit of your internet connection speed.

### 3.3 Computational technologies

Distributed and parallel systems are needed to handle large scale data. Microprocessor technology has delivered impressive improvement in Central Processing Units (CPU) clock speed over the past decades. However, the CPU clock speed would not increase as rapidly as it used to because of its performance bottlenecks. To maintain the performance improvement in large-scale data processing, modern CPUs are becoming highly parallel. In the meanwhile, as stated in Amdahl’s Law, improvements in processing speed must be matched by improvements in I/O [62]. A requirement of high I/O performance is a heavy use of local data storage. So, the data also needs to be distributedly stored as computation. Compared to single processor computation, it is hard to configure and maintain parallel and distributed hardware. And it is also difficult for software developer to write parallel and distributed software. In this section, we outline some recent progresses in parallel and distributed computing and storage.

#### 3.3.1 Parallel Computing

Nowadays, there are many different hardware architectures to support parallel computing. Two popular examples are: (1) Multicore computing: A multicore processor is a processor that includes multiple computing cores in a single chip; and (2) Cluster Computing: A cluster usually consists of set of inter-connected stand-alone computers that work together as a single integrated powerful computing resource. The individual computers with a cluster were connected by fast local area networks (LAN).

#### 3.3.2 Hadoop Distributed File System

When dealing with the challenge of accessing big data that distributedly stored on a cluster, a cluster file system is a common solution. The cluster file system provides location transparent access to data files to the servers on the cluster. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)[63] is a popular type of cluster file system which is designed for reliably storing large amount of data across machines in a large scale
cluster. HDFS was originally derived from Google Files System (GFS) paper[64]. It provides an open source cluster file system similar to GFS.

HDFS utilizes master-slave architecture. HDFS logically separates the file system metadata and application data. The metadata is stored on a delicate computer named as NameNode (known as mater node in GFS) in HDFS. Application data was stored on other computers named as DataNodes (known as slave node in GFS). A data file is divided into one or more blocks and these divided blocks are replicated and stored across several DataNodes. All of the nodes contained with a Hadoop cluster are full connected and communicate with each other using TCP-based protocols. The NameNode maintains the file system namespace and the mapping of file blocks to DataNodes. When a HDFS client read a file, it first contacts the NameNode to get the locations of data blocks comprising the file and then reads these data blocks from closest DataNode.

Compared to traditional distributed file systems, HDFS have two important advantages: (1) Highly fault-tolerant. Unlike traditional distributed file systems that use data protection mechanisms to make the data durable, HDFS provides replicated storage for massive data across multiple DataNodes and heartbeat for failure detection. When a DataNode fails, the NameNode will detect it and re-assign the work to other DataNodes; (2) Large Scale Data. The Hadoop clusters today can store Petabyte (PB) data. It supports high aggregate data bandwidth and scale to hundreds of nodes in a cluster.

3.3.3 MapReduce

MapReduce[65] is a programming model and an associated implementation for processing and generating large data sets with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster. A popular open-source implementation of MapReduce framework is Apache Hadoop. The MapReduce is inspired by the map and reduce functions that are commonly used in functional programming. In a MapReduce framework, a programing consists of two primitive steps: Map() and Reduce(). In the Map() step, the master node takes the input and divides it into smaller sub-problems, and distributes them to slave nodes. A slave node may do this Map() procedure again for further dividing the problem. The slave node processes smaller problem and passes answer back to its master node. In the Reduce() step, the master nodes collects the answers and combines them together to form the final answer to the original problem that it wants to solve. The key contributions of the MapReduce framework are not the actual map and reduce functions, but the scalability and fault-tolerance achieved when processing massive data on a large cluster. MapReduce greatly simplifies the task of writing a large-scale analysis on distributed data for many types of analysis.
4 How to Analyze Big Data

Different types of Big Data require different analysis methods. A comprehensive list of analysis methods can be found at https://github.com/onurakpolat/awesome-bigdata. We choose three widely used analysis methods in computer science and biomedicine to share with the readers: (1) Recommendation System; (2) Deep Learning and (3) Network Analysis.

4.1 Recommendation System

Recommendation systems have become extremely common in recent years. They are applied successfully in various applications, such as recommending products on Amazon.com [66], movies recommendation by Netflix [67] and MovieLens [68], music recommendation by Last.fm and Pandora Radio, and news recommendation by VERSIFI Technologies [69].

In a recommendation system, there are two classes of entities: users and items. Let U be the set of all users and I be the set of all available items. Let R be the rating matrix, where \( r(u, i) \) denotes the rating of an user \( u \) to an item \( i \). The value of \( r(u, i) \) indicates how a particular user likes a particular item. Usually, the rating matrix R (also known as utility matrix) is sparse, meaning that most entries in the matrix are “unknown”. An “unknown” entry implies that we do not explicitly know a user’s rating (i.e. preference) for an item. The goal of a recommendation system is to estimate the values of these “unknown” entries. Once the rating matrix is estimated, for each user, we can select top \( N \) items with highest ratings and recommended them to the user.

There are several ways to estimate the “unknown” entries in the rating matrix. Usually, recommendation systems are classified into three different categories based on their approaches to estimate the “unknown” ratings [70]: (1) Collaborative filtering [71] approaches, (2) Content-based filtering[72] and (3) Hybrid approaches. Collaborative filtering approaches are based on analyzing a large amount of data about users’ rating, behaviors or activities over items. The items recommended to a user are those preferred by other similar users. Content-based filtering approaches are based on a description of the item and a profile of the user’s preference. They recommend the items that are similar to the items that a user liked in the past. The hybrid approaches combine collaborative and content-based methods.

4.1.1 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative Filtering methods estimate the unknown rating \( r(u, i) \) based on the \( r(u, i) \) assigned to item \( i \) by those user \( u \) who are similar to user \( u \). There have been many collaborative systems developed in the academia and industry. The collaborative
filtering algorithms are generally grouped into two classes: memory-based and model-based [73]. Memory-based algorithms [74] estimate the unknown rating based on the entire collection of previous rated items by the users. Formally, the value of an unknown rating \( r(u, i) \) for user \( u \) on item \( i \) computed as an aggregation of rating of some other similar users for the same item \( i \). One of the most common aggregation function is to use weighted sum shown as following

\[
r_{u,i} = \sum_{u_j \in C} \text{sim}(u,u_j) r_{u_j,i},
\]

(1)

Where \( C \) denotes a set of selected \( m \) users that are most similar to user \( u \) and \( r(u_j, i) \) is the known rating of an user \( u_j \) for item \( i \). To overcome the problem that different users may have different rating scale, the equation (1) is modified to

\[
r_{u,i} = \bar{r}_u + \sum_{u_j \in C} \text{sim}(u,u_j) (r_{u_j,i} - \bar{r}_{u_j}),
\]

(2)

where \( \bar{r}_u \) is the average rating of a user \( u \). Both in (1) and (2), we need to compute the similarity between two users \( \text{sim}(u, u_j) \). Usually, the similarity between two users is computed based on their ratings of the same items that they have previously rated. Two most popular metrics are correlation and cosine-based. There are also many extensions to the standard correlation and cosine-based techniques, such as default voting, weighted-majority prediction.

Instead of using some ad hoc heuristic rules (e.g. aggregate function) to estimate the “unknown” ratings, model-based algorithms use the previously ratings to learn a model, which is then used to predict “unknown ratings”[75]. There are many ways to build the model based on historical rating (i.e., training data), such as Bayesian networks, clustering methods and latent semantic models.

### 4.1.2 Content-based Filtering

Content-based filtering approaches estimate an “unknown” rating \( r(u, i) \) based on ratings \( r(u, j) \) of this user to the items \( i' \in I \) that are “similar” to item \( i \). The similarity between different items is estimated based on the descriptions of the items. For example, in music recommendation, the description of a song could contain: genres, singer and producer et al. The content-based recommendation approaches have its roots in information retrieval. In content-based recommendation system, keywords are used to describe the items. Similarity to text representation in information retrieval, term frequency/inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is used to represent the items. In content-based recommendation, various candidate items are compared with the items that a user liked in the past, and then the top “similar” items are recommended.
4.1.3 Hybrid Approaches

To overcome the limitations for both collaborative filtering methods and content-based filtering methods, many hybrid recommendation systems are proposed. Recent research has demonstrated that hybrid approaches can provide more accurate recommendation than pure collaborative or content-based filter methods. There are several ways to effective combine collaborative filter and content-based filtering methods. A detailed review about recommender system can be found at [33]

4.2 Deep Learning

Since 1980s, many machine learning methods, such as Neural Network (NN), Random Forest, Support Vector Machine (SVM), were developed to build classification models[76]. Then it was found that without better features, the performance of classifiers is difficult to improve [77, 78]. Actually, the features determine the upper bound of a classifier’s performance [79]. Since 2000, Transfer Learning[80], Manifold Learning[81] etc. were developed to learn the feature structure. However all these methods need hand craft and require experiences of tricks in practice[82]. In 2006, Hinton et al. published the historical paper “Reducing the dimensionality of data with neural networks” [83] which is considered as the beginning of deep learning. Unlike shallow machine learning models, deep learning uses Neural Network with many layers of hidden variables to automatically do feature learning, including pre-processing, feature extraction and feature selection. The unsupervised feature learning models in deep learning include Auto encoder[84], Restricted Boltzmann Machine[85] and Deep Boltzmann Machine[86]. More technical details and resources can be found at http://deeplearning.net/.

Deep learning has been quickly applied to many industrial projects and created big value, such as the speech recognition and Xbox from Microsoft, image recognition, Natural Language Processing (NLP) from Google. In China, Baidu Institute of Deep Learning (http://idl.baidu.com/) and Huawei Noah's Ark Lab (http://www.noahlab.com.hk/) also did many original works and launched products with Deep Learning technologies.

4.3 Network Analysis

Many unstructured complex data can be organized as a graph. The graph theory provided solid theoretical foundation for network analysis. Several widely used network analysis methods will be briefly introduced in this section.
**4.3.1 Topological analysis**

In a graph, some nodes are more important than other. Such nodes are called hubs. The nodes of some sub-network are densely connected and form a module. The hub nodes can be defined by degrees and betweenness [87]. Degree is the number of connected edges in undirected network; in directed network, it can be further divided into in and out degree which correspond to the number of point out or point in edges. Many graph analysis were based degrees, such as k-core which decomposes the network into layers based on the degrees [88]. More basic concepts in graphs can be found in [89].

In signal analysis, betweenness is better than degrees since it considers the information flow across the whole network globally. For a graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ are the nodes, $E$ are the edges, the betweenness of node $v$ is

$$C_B(v) = \sum_{s \neq v \neq t \in V} \frac{\sigma_{st}(v)}{\sigma_{st}} \quad (3)$$

Where $s$ and $t$ are all the other network nodes, except node $v$, $\sigma_{st}$ is the number of shortest paths between $s$ and $t$, $\sigma_{st}(v)$ is the number of shortest paths that go through $v$. Betweenness has been proven to an important network features for proteins in protein-protein interaction network [90, 91].

For module identifications, there are Cytoscape [92] apps, such as MCODE (Molecular Complex Detection) [93] and NeMo [94]. Basically, the nodes with high local neighborhood density are identified first and then expand from such nodes to get the densely connected regions, i.e., network modules[93].

**4.3.2 Guilt-by-association**

Guilt-by-association [95] is the basis of most protein function methods. It assumes that the functions of a protein are similar with the functions of its interaction neighbors. In general, it is true due to modularized nature of network [96]. Guilt-by-association can be modified into different forms. On weight ed network, Hu et al. [97] calculated the weight sum of a protein’s neighbors with certain functions, and then predicted the protein’s most possible functions and most impossible functions based on the weight sum rank of all functions. This method fully utilized the edge weight information and its prediction was a ranked list of functions rather than just one function.

Another more subtle example is that the KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) and GO (Gene Ontology) enrichment score of a protein’s neighbor can represent this protein’s function accurately and robustly [90, 98].
4.3.3 Shortest path analysis

The shortest path analysis from graph theory is partly corresponding to the concept of biological regulatory mechanisms. It is widely used to prioritize or identify novel diseases [99-102]. To do shortest path analysis, Dijkstra’s algorithm[103] can find the shortest path between two nodes on the network. Based on shortest path, more flexible betweenness can be defined. For example, the betweenness among known disease genes can be a useful measurement for predicting novel disease genes [101, 104, 105] and the betweenness from virus protein to host protein can reflect the virus-host interactions and key proteins in virus infection [100, 106].

Sometimes, the shortest path is too stringent. Even the paths that are slightly longer than the shortest one could provide very useful information, especially when the network is incomplete and noisy. Therefore, A* search algorithm[107] is developed to find the 1st shortest paths, the 2nd shortest paths, …, the k-th shortest paths. More detailed information can be found in [108].

4.3.4 Random Walk with Restart

In recent year, there are more and more Random Walk with Restart (RWR) based disease gene prioritization method [109-114], even though sometimes its results are similar with shortest path analysis [115]. It simulates a random walker, who starts from m seed genes on the network and moves to its randomly chosen neighbors at each step [111]. In each tick of time, the state probabilities $P_{t+1}$ at time $t + 1$ is

$$P_{t+1} = (1 - r)A'P_t + rP_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $P_t$ is state probabilities at time $t$, $r$ is the restart probability, $A'$ is the column-wise normalized adjacency matrix which represent the network structure, $P_0$ is the initial state probabilities which is a column vector with 1/m for the m seed genes and to 0 for other genes on the network.

This process is repeated until a steady-state is reached when the difference between two steps is smaller than a pre-defined cutoff. At last, each node on the network is assigned with a probability of the random walker reaching it [111].

5 Visualization of Big Data Results

Graphical presentation is the best way to intuitively get the meaning of the data and insight revealed by the analysis. There are many tools to visualize the Big Data as shown in Table 1.

As a generalized programming language, R [116] has about six thousand high quality packages (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/, accessed on September 14, 2014) that could achieve sophisticated functions. Its excellent help system and power functions make it the most widely used language in Data Science. For visualization R packages (http://cran.r-project.org/web/views/Graphics.html), ggplot2 and igraph provide general plot functions and network specific plot functions.

For network specific visualization, other choices include Cytoscape (http://www.cytoscape.org/) [92] which can save the network layout and provide rich visualization styles, Circos (http://circos.ca/) [117] which becomes the standard of visualizing genome chromosomes, Gephi (https://gephi.github.io/) [118] which is a java based application to create dynamic and hierarchical network graphs and GraphViz (http://www.graphviz.org/) which is a powerful command-line tool that can layout big network with massive numbers of nodes and edges. R provided wrappers for most visualization software, for example, RCytoscape [119] to Cytoscape, RCircos [120] to Circos, RGraphViz to GraphViz.

For general visualization which does not require programming skills, Tableau (http://www.tableausoftware.com/) is a good choice. Unlike previous ones, it is commercial software, but has try-it-free version. Its highlight feature is that it can visualize Google map style location data.

6 The Future of Health Sciences

The changes that Big Data will bring to health sciences are much greater than most people estimated. Take the smart device for example. The health condition measurements from users will be stored, analyzed and shared in their cloud. The time course health measurement data with almost endless time points from millions of people will change the public health researchers from large number of nurses and doctors to computer scientist and few medical experts.

It will also change the usage of health science results. In pre-Big Data age, the health science result is usually a report and people will get its scientific meanings from Newspapers, TVs and internets. It could take years or decades to educate the general
population and build their health awareness. But in Big Data age, the scientific suggestions are personal and will be directly pushed to their smart devices. The personal suggestions are useful and therefore improve the compliance. The Information Push System makes sure the message can be delivered instantly and accurately. Science report could be as viral as viral videos.

The impact of health sciences will be amplified. The users not only get the suggestions which will create the will to change, but also the tools to full-fill that need. Precise product of exercise instrument, assistant for booking exercise field etc. could be provided. The seamless connection from science to business will bring enough financial support for the blooming of science research and actually improve the health of people.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1 - The workflow of a typical Big Data project

Steps for Big Data projects: 1. Formulate your question; 2. Find the right ways (smart devices, internet, hospitals …) to collect your data; 3. Store the data; 4. Analyze your data; 5. Generate the analysis report with vivid visualization. 6. Evaluate the project: problem solved or start over.
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## Table 1 - The visualization tools for Big Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Web site</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>All types of data</td>
<td><a href="http://cran.r-project.org/">http://cran.r-project.org/</a></td>
<td>Powerful, Thousands of packages, Rich documents, Cross platform</td>
<td>Programming language, Difficult to learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytoscape</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cytoscape.org/">http://www.cytoscape.org/</a></td>
<td>Powerful, Graphical user interface, Easy to use</td>
<td>Click button, Time consuming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circos</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td><a href="http://circos.ca/">http://circos.ca/</a></td>
<td>Beautiful figures, Best for visualizing genome chromosomes, Widely used</td>
<td>Difficult to learn, Difficult to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gephi</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td><a href="https://gephi.github.io/">https://gephi.github.io/</a></td>
<td>Powerful, Graphical user interface, Easy to use</td>
<td>Click button, Time consuming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphViz</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td><a href="http://www.graphviz.org/">http://www.graphviz.org/</a></td>
<td>Powerful</td>
<td>Command-line, Difficult to learn, Difficult to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tableau</td>
<td>Tables and Maps</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tableausoftware.com/">http://www.tableausoftware.com/</a></td>
<td>Beautiful figures, Google map style</td>
<td>Commercial software</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We explained the steps for Big Data projects: 1. Formulate your question; 2. Find the right ways (smart devices, internet, hospitals …) to collect your data; 3. Store the data; 4. Analyze your data; 5. Generate the analysis report with vivid visualization. 6. Evaluate the project: problem solved or start over.

The latest applications of Big Data in health sciences were reviewed. The cutting edge computational technologies of big data collection, storage, transferring, and the state-of-the-art analytical methods were introduced. The future perspectives of health sciences in the era of Big Data were discussed.